Foreword
In any case, all intellectual property rights (including, but not
limited to, copyright, trademark and technical secrets) related to
this product and its derivatives, as well as all relevant documents
(including all information in this document and any annexes
thereto) are owned by the MATRIX Foundation.
Without the prior written consent of the MATRIX Foundation, any
user who uses this document shall not lend, license, transfer, sell,
distribute, disseminate or dispose of the product or information
contained in this document to any third party, nor shall any third
party use the product or information contained in this document
in any form.
This document shall not be copied, modified or distributed for any
purpose, in any form or in any way without the prior written
permission of the MATRIX Foundation. No user using this
document shall alter, remove or damage any trademark used in
this document.
This document is provided "as is" and the MATRIX Foundation
does not guarantee the use or consequences of this document in
terms of its correctness, accuracy, reliability or other aspects. All
information in this document may be further amended without
notice. The MATRIX Foundation is not responsible for any errors
or inaccuracies that may occur in this document.
In no case shall the MATRIX Foundation be liable for or infringe
upon any direct loss, indirect loss, incidental loss, special loss or
punitive damages (including, but not limited to, access to
alternative goods or services, loss of use rights, data or profits, or
business interruption), resulting from the use of the product and
the information contained in this document, even if the MATRIX
Foundation has been informed beforehand that such losses may
occur.

All rights are reserved by the MATRIX Foundation
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Before beginning the token swap, please ensure that you
are using the most up-to-date version of the Matrix AI
Network Token Swap Manual. The newest version will
always be available for download at
https://www.matrix.io/downloads/. It is strongly
recommended that you read the entirety of the manual
prior to beginning the swap.

The following contains detailed, step-by-step instructions
on how to complete the Matrix AI Network token swap.
Please follow each step carefully and precisely to ensure a
successful token swap. The Matrix AI Network will not be
responsible for any issues that arise during the token
swap caused by user error.
If you have already swapped your ERC20 MAN tokens for
native MAN tokens, this manual will not be of any use.
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Simplified Overview
1. Ensure you have your private key or keystore file associated with
your Ethereum Mainnet wallet containing ERC20 MAN Tokens.
2. Use your Ethereum Wallet Address to find your Matrix Mainnet
Wallet Address.
3. Transfer your ERC20 MAN Tokens to the Matrix Foundation Token
Burn Account Address (below).
4. Send an email to tokenswap@matrix.io. Be sure to include the
following information:
a. The transaction hash
b. Your ERC20 wallet address
c. The Matrix Mainnet Wallet Address associated with your ERC20 wallet
address
d. The number of tokens you sent to the Matrix Foundation Token Burn
Account Address

5. The equivalent number of native MAN tokens will be issued to your
Matrix Mainnet Wallet Address in a few days. You can verify your
Matrix Mainnet Wallet balance using the Matrix Blockchain Browser
(http://tom.matrix.io) or the Matrix Web Wallet.
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Step 1: Before the Matrix Token Swap
1. Prepare your Ethereum Wallet Account Information
Before beginning the token swap, please ensure that you have access to
your Ethereum wallet’s private key or keystore file. You will also need your
password. If your ERC20 MAN tokens are stored in a hardware wallet that
does not give you access to this information, you will first need to transfer
your MAN tokens to another ERC20 wallet before beginning the swap. If
you do not first move your tokens to a wallet that gives you access to your
private key or keystore file, you will not be able to use or access the
Matrix Mainnet Wallet Account that will hold your post-swap native
MAN tokens.

2. Note the Matrix Foundation Token Burn Account Address
0xA27d3632A283c138C2F78ba21d1e473a500e4AF3
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Step 2: The Matrix Token Swap
The Matrix Mainnet is compatible with the Ethereum Mainnet. This means
that a user’s Ethereum Wallet Account can also serve as a Matrix Mainnet
Wallet Account. In other words, the same private key or keystore can be
used on both the Matrix AI Network and Ethereum Mainnet. When an
Ethereum Wallet Account sends ERC20 MAN tokens to the provided Matrix
Foundation Token Burn Account Address (above), the Matrix AI Network
will issue the same number of native MAN tokens to the corresponding
Matrix Mainnet Wallet Account Address.

Use your Ethereum Wallet Address to find your Matrix
Mainnet Wallet Address：
a) You can find your Matrix Mainnet Account Address by unlocking
your Ethereum Wallet Account using the Matrix Web Wallet
(wallet.matrix.io).

b) If you have not yet completed the swap, you will notice that the
Matrix Web Wallet indicates a value of 0 native MAN tokens;
regardless of how many ERC20 MAN tokens you have. After
completing the swap, native MAN tokens will be issued to this
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Matrix Mainnet Account Address.

c) After logging into your wallet (either your Matrix Mainnet Wallet
Account or your Ethereum Wallet Account), you can select the
“Address Conversion” tool from the drop-down settings menu in the
upper right corner.

d) In the “Address Conversion” tool, enter your Ethereum Wallet
Address and click on the “Convert” button. This will convert your
Ethereum Wallet Address to a Matrix Mainnet Wallet Address. After
you have completed the token swap, native MAN tokens will be
issued to this address.
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Send your ERC20 MAN tokens to the Matrix Foundation
Token Burn Account Address
Send your tokens to the Matrix Foundation Token Burn Account
Address (above). Be sure that you have access to your ERC20 wallet’s
keystore and private key. Do not send tokens directly from a hardware
wallet or a exchange wallet.

Send an email to tokenswap@matrix.io
a) Send an email to tokenswap@matrix.io. Be sure to include the
following information:
a. The transaction hash
b. Your ERC20 wallet address
c. The Matrix Mainnet Wallet Address associated with your ERC20 wallet
address
d. The number of tokens you sent to the Matrix Foundation Token Burn
Account Address

b) Wait for a reply from the Matrix AI Network team confirming the
receipt of tokens. The Matrix AI Network team will usually reply
within two business days.
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Step 3: After the Matrix Token Swap
You will receive your native MAN tokens several days after sending your
ERC20 MAN tokens to the Matrix Foundation Token Burn Account Address.
The equivalent number of native MAN tokens will be sent to your Matrix
Mainnet Wallet Address associated with your Ethereum Wallet Address. You
will receive more details in the email.
After completing the token swap, you can verify your account balance
using the Matrix Web Wallet or the Matrix Blockchain Browser.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE NOTE
1. Please note that since several hardware wallets are unable to easily
export private keys and keystore files, it is STRONGLY recommended
that you do not directly try to conduct a token swap using a
hardware wallet. If you are using a hardware wallet, we have two
suggestions:
a. send your tokens to an exchange that supports the Matrix token swap.
If you send your tokens to an exchange, be sure to carefully follow their
instructions. Do not send your tokens to the Matrix Foundation Token
Burn Account Address as you do not have access to your exchange
account’s private key or keystore file.
b. first send your tokens to MEW, then complete the swap according to
the steps listed above.

2. Please only try to complete the token swap according to methods officially
sanctioned by the Matrix AI Network. The most recent Token Swap Manual
can always be downloaded at https://www.matrix.io/downloads/. Please first
download the latest version of the Token Swap Manual prior to beginning any
token swap.
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